12. Priscilla & Women as Mentors

The Example of Priscilla (Acts 18:24-26)

God’s Plan for Mentoring (Titus 2:1-7)

Why does God give this responsibility to older women (older in age or in experience)?

What qualities should a woman mentor possess? (vs. 3)

- Reverent in the way she lives
- Trustworthy in her speech
- Not addicted to much wine or anything else that makes her ineffective
- Able to teach what is good

What are the younger woman needing to learn? (vv. 4-5)

- To be husband-lovers
- To be children-lovers
- To be sensible or self-controlled
- To stay pure
- To be a *keeper* of home = one who observes, guards, or preserves something valuable.
- To be kind
- To be subject to her own husband
- So as not to malign or dishonor the Word of God

Response — be available and teachable

*God’s woman is a unique creation responsible to God, to love Him, to obey Him, to serve Him, influential in her sphere.* (Vickie Kraft)